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Steemit is one of the most widely used blockchain-based social media. On Steemit, users can get rewards in the form of cryptocurrencies called STEEM and SBD (Steem Blockchain Dollars) if their posts are upvoted (“liked”). As the name suggests, SBD intends to follow 1 US Dollar, but the STEEM price can be quite volatile. Users can also get rewards by (up)voting others’ posts, which is called a curation reward. A reward is proportional to a voter’s STEEM stakes, which is called STEEM Power. Throughout this process, Steemit hopes that “good” contents can be created and discovered in a decentralized way.

One may expect that there is a correlation between the STEEM price and the user activity on Steemit. For instance, an increase in the STEEM price may cause an increase in the Steemit activity as users would be attracted by its lucrative rewards. Likewise, as the activity on Steemit increases, there may be greater interest in the linked cryptocurrency STEEM.

To the best of our knowledge, our paper is the first to investigate the causal relationship of the activity on the blockchain-based social media and the linked cryptocurrency through time-series analysis. We analyze the entire Steemit data and the STEEM price from May 7th, 2017 to March 19th, 2020. We measure the Steemit activity as the DAU (Daily Active Users) which is calculated as the number of unique users who write posts or comments on Steemit each day. This paper explores the causality between the STEEM price and the Steemit DAU using the VAR (vector autoregressive) model and Granger causality test (Granger 1969).

Specifically, we analyze three regimes: a full regime, a bull-market regime, and a bear-market regime. The full regime contains the whole data sample, and the bull or bear-market regime contains the period when the market is bullish or bearish, respectively. In order to use the Granger causality test, the time series should be stationary, which can be tested by the Augmented Dickey-Fuller test and the Phillips-Perron test. In many cases, including our data, the original time series is not stationary. In such cases, transformations such as differencing and taking logarithm should be applied. We use both the first-differenced and the logarithmic first-differenced (or simply, log-differenced) data for our analysis. Note that the log-differenced data is widely used, since the regression result can provide the percentage change interpretation.

First, using the log-differenced data, we show that in all regimes, the STEEM price Granger causes the Steemit DAU, but not the other way around. Furthermore, we also analyze the first-differenced data. As before, in all regimes, the STEEM price Granger causes the Steemit DAU, but the Steemit DAU does not Granger cause the STEEM price in both full and bull-market regimes. In contrast, in the bear-market regime, the Steemit DAU Granger causes STEEM price. That is, in the bear regime, the STEEM price and the Steemit DAU Granger cause each other, which can be seen as a vicious circle.

As opposed to more traditional social media such as Facebook and Twitter, which are run by publicly traded companies, the Steemit users may be more sensitive to the change in the STEEM price, as the reward is paid by STEEM. Our result may suggest that the Steemit users (who may also be investors of STEEM) react to the change of the Steem price more pronouncedly in the bear market than in the bull market.
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